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INTRODUCTION TO THE QUALITATIVE STUDY
II

During my undergraduate years (as a sociology major)

and my graduate years (as an education major) I had deve-

loped and maintained an interest 3n qualitative studies.
II

While in my doctoral program that interest resulted in

a suggestion by my advisor v committee that I taie a course

in the methods of qualitative research. Being an agree-
('

able (and interested) student. I found myself enrolled the

ne ;t semester in such a course. The major requirement for

the course was that a participant observation study be con-

ducted and reported.

Decause one of my primary areas of focus in the field

of educational technology involved the utilization of compu-
41

tors in education. I chose that general area for study.

Further refining the general topic. I decided to concentrate

my observations et the high school level with emphasis on
10

the interactions of students with microcomputers. From

previous readings of qualitative and quantitative research

in this area and from some of my own interests. I formulated
1111

some initial questions to address in the study.

Many studies have pointed out the gender differences in

educational use of the microcomputer. One of the studies
411

was by Miura and Hess; they concluded in their study of

enrollment differences in computer camps and summer classes

"that training outside of course offerings during the school
11

Year is sought more often by males..." and that "disparity

between boys and girls increases with age, is greater in
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41
advanced than in beginning programs, and is larger for e;:-

pensive programs." (Miura and Hess, 1984. p. 22). A study

cited by Loctheeed and Frat t showed that of "400 students

enrolled in a required introductory computer science course
10

almost half the boys, but virtually no girls, used the com-

puter center outside of the required class time" and that

"by male self-selection and female default, the computer
11

center becomes defined as 'male turf'--a. socially inap-

propriate to girls as the boys' loct.er room." (Loctheed

and Fralt, 1c184. p. 126) Sanders says that res,2arch "studies
di

document the e::istence of the se:: discrepancy in computer

use." (Sanders, 1984. p. :2) A study which concentrated

on possible differences in aptitudes and interests was con-e
ducted by Horn; the results, reported in F'SYLHOLOUY 10DAY,

indicated that there were no significant differences between

males and females on the basis of aptitudes, only on the
41

basis of interests with the females being less interested

that the males.(F'SYCHOLOGY TOUAY. 1965) Thus gender

11
differences--with male control and participation as general

themes--were documented by the literature as el;:isting in

society thus suggesting that as an area of study. Data

from the National Assessment of Science for 19L32 indicated
10

that "syuuno women in secondary schools are less lit.ely than

young men to spend time with computers and to enroll in com-

puter classes." (Anderson. Welch. and Harris, 1904, p. 12)
4,

A theme related to gender differences was differences

in minority involvement with computers. Miura and Hess

III



also reported that the enrollment in summer computer camps

was "overwhelmingly Caucasian"--about 91 per cent. (Miura

and Hess. 1984. p. 22)

Another possible theme to observe was that of interac-

tion occurring in computer classes. both social interaction

cold student to microcomputer interaction. Schneiderman sa,,s

that research studies indicated that "social interaction

supports intellectual wort. the social interaction among

peers in programming can be a wonderful oppnrtunity to under-

stand problems, formulate solutions. ast for and give assis-

tance and show oft results. Several studies have shown that

two students per terminal leads to faster learning and st-

perior satisfaction." (Schneiderman. 1984. p. 16) In a

study of primary school children Jewson and Pea observed that

the "children seem to collaborate and teach each other more

when they are worting with microcombuters than they do in

other classroom wort." (Jewson and Pea. 1984. P. :17.2) A par-

ticular type o- social interaction was described as that of

an interaction between the instructor and a "student e;:pert"

who being very knowledgable about computers acted as a helper

to the instructor; the student assumed a new role in the edu-

cational environment. (Sheingold. Kane. and Enderweit. 1982..

p. 418).

Interaction between the student and the microcomputer

itself has been another area of research. One study by Ryba

And Chapman dealt with "on tast" behaviors. They observed

"that slow-learning sturlents spent 91% of their total time
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actively engaged in attending and problem solving." (Ryba

and Chapman, P. 126, 1984) Interaction with the microcom-

outer at the level of personalization of the computer by the

user has alsr been suggested in the literature. lurkle says

that some children can identify with the computer and that

"...the computer. reactive and interac lye. offers companion-

ship without the threat of human intimacy." (Turtle, 1984.

P. 1:5) In the book COMPUTER POWER AND HUMAN REASON.

Weizenbaum described reactions to the program ELIZA. a

program which simulated the "responses of a nondirective

psychotherapist in an initial psychiatric interview." He

stated that "ELIZA created the most remartable illusion of

navinq understood in the minds of the many people who con-
s

versed with it. Peuple wno Inew very well that they were

conversing with a machine soon forgot that fact. just as

iheatergoers. in the grip of suspended disbelief, soon0
forget that the action they are witnessing is not 'real.'

This illusion was especially stronq and most tenaciously

clung to among people who Inew little or nothinq about
II

Lomputers. They would often demand to be permitted to

converse with the system in private, and would. after

conversing with it for a time, insist. in spite of my

e:tplanations. that the machine really understood them."

(Weizenbaum, 1976. pp. 188-189) The individual student

to computer interaction and social interactions occurring

aruund computers formed other questions to pursue.



Initially the questions centered around the gender

41 anti interaction themes. The list of questions included

the following:

SOCIALIZATION:

IP 1. Do students interact singly or in pair/

groups when inter.L:cting with microcomputer

2. Do the students assume identifiable roles

when interacting with microcomputers" If

s-so, how can those roles be described'

7.. Do students personalize microcomputers or-

treat microcomputers as machines''

4. Are there "rules" that students observe in

their interaction with microccmpi _ers"

S. Do some students interact more f-equently

with microcomputers than other" 14 so,

which students do so'

41 CULTURAL:

1. Du male and female interaction patterns

differ' :f so, how do they differ?

IP 2. Do minorities /majority interaction patterns

2. differ? If so, how do they differ"

Do different cultural subgroups assume dif-

ferent roles in their interaction with micro-

computers'

4. Do any cultural differences seem to be more

IP important factors in interaction patterns?

if so, what are those factors?

9
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VALUES:

1. Whi do students Interact with microcomputers'

2. How important is the interactiun to the

students7' LW-1y is it or why is it not impor-

tant7'

. How do the studen! , describe the interaction'

What is their affective response to micro-

computers'l

4. Are meanings related to academics or to other

factors (such as the fun in worn with micro-

computers)?

From this base of Questions. I began the study finding

answers cr partial answers to some of the Questions, no clear

cAnswers to others, and answers that I was not even see1.3no.

The data Lhat I collected included information related to

uender di4terences. the existence of a microcomputer sub-

culture, and general interaction patterns of students in

microcomputer environments.

Sections relating the methodology° the descriptions and

interpretations of the data~ the conclusions, and lim,tations

follow.

I

7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY

After the initial problem and guiding Questions were

selected. a site was chosen based primarily on three

criteria. The criteria included:

1. The size of the school and communitylarge and

urban;

2. The e;:istence of microcomputer classes ,n the high

school curriculum; and

The accessibility of those classes to the researcher

for the observations.

The high school chosen (and hereafter referred to as

Computerville High School) met all three criteria. It WAS c.4

school with appro;:imately 1:00 Junior and senior students.

Located in a community of appro;:imately 90.000 citizens that

was a part of an urban comple:: in the central United States.

the high school population was composed primarily of middle

and uL,per-middle class students with a small representation

of minority students (a problem which resulted in no answer,_;

to Questions regarding minority students). The CeMOUS itself

was located near the downtown area on a main thoroughfare

Jr. the cnmmunity.

Computerville High school's curriculum included the

computer programming classes as ,Jell as computer usage

classes (such as word procc,ssing and accounting applica-

tions courses) ; the observational study focused on the

beginniog programming classes. At the time of the study the

computer usage classes were operated through the business
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education department, and the programming classes were

directed by the computer coordinator with teachers certified

in mathematics teaching the programming classes. Two male

instruc -rs and one female instructor taught the beginniiq

and advanced programming courses. During the semester of

observation. three beginning and two advanced courses were

offered in the programming area with the BASIC computer Ian-

quage taught in the introductory courses and the PASCAL lan-

guage taught in the advanced courses. One prerequisite was

required for students to enroll in the beginning courses: it

was Algebra I. Freviou5 enrollment or proficiency in pro-

gramming was required fcr enrollment i.t the advanced classes.

All the programming courses were held it the combination

microcomputer classroom/lab (see Diagram 1, page tu) with

Apple microcomputers serving aE the particular brand of

microcomputers used fir instruction. There were thirteen

Apple microcomputers and two pcinters in the lab area of the

room which was located in the main building on the high

school campus. The microcomputer room was next to the

computer coordinator's office and a staff work area; it was

separated from the office area by a glass window wall.

the lab area were posted the rules:

1. No food or drinks;

2. NO games;

I. No copy programs except COPYA; and

4. ABSOLUTELY do not open the computers.

Initial application for approval of the research was

9
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labs. A tape recorder was utilized in taping student inter-

vie,Js near the end of the semester.

The following sections report the data collected and the

interpretations of the data in relation to previously cited

research findings and other major themes observed and identi-

fied.
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SECTION TWO--DATA ANALYSIS

High School Microcomputer Subculture
Gender Differences

Interactions
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MICROCOMPUTER HIGH SCHOOL SUBCULTURE

The unanticipated and interesting find of the study was

the existence of a high school subculture inhabiting the

microcomputer lab primarily during the noon lab period. As

I began and continued to observe the noon lab periods I be-

gan to identify some "microcomputer regulars"--students who

were in the lab every time or almost everytime that I was

observing. There were approgimately eight to twelve "regu-

lars", Light of whom I could identify as being very regular

in their use of the lab. After observing this group I

started to look for confirmation that others too had observed

this particular group. If the existence of the particular

grouc wa-:> further verified by others, I planned to look for

char.kcteristiLs peculiar to this group.

The computer coordinator, the teacher whose classes

that I observed, a staff member, and the students usinu the

noon lab all confirmed that indeed there wali a regular group

who v: sited the noon lab. The computer coordinator also said

that during previous years when the lab was open there had

40 been a variety of groups with regular users of the micro-

computers. So from my observations and the observations of

others 1 felt that I could say that there was a group of

" microcomputer regulars"--but in what sense was it a cohesive

group?

How many students made up the group? As I mentioned, I

40 had observe(' eight identifiable "microcomputer regulars" and

ebout four others who might fit into that group. The
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students that 1 interviewed described the number of regular

users as being "six, seven including me", "five of us always

hanging around togethe....lite add another five more", "seven

or sight". "eight to twenty". and "ten--f,ve who hang around

outside school and at school." During the seven labs that

I observed the group did vary from about eight to twelve

students who were familiar to me so the group number was

approximately in that range judging from my observations and

from student responses.

Besides being regular users of the noon microcomputer

lab, what else characterized this group") Through my observa-

tions and information from interviews, I began to see the

emergence of some patterns.

the most evident and common pattern that emerged was

the interest in microcomputers and the computer area as a

whole. The students came into the lab primarily to use the

microcomputers; even if a particular student was not using a

microcomputer when in the lab, the student would be watching

._nd interacting with those who were working at the Apple

microcomputers. The presence of that current interest

extended also to future career plans for those students, the

"microcomputer regulars ". Career plans Included computer

careers as wF-Al as careers which would heavily involve use of

computers. such as engineering. One of the students said that

his career plans included "natural sciences or physics, maybe

computers." Some of the students were even worlinq with

computers in part-time jobs during that semester. One of the



"nacrocomputer regulars" had a job in a neighboring city at a

41 computer store; two students were woring on building their

own computer; and three of them mentioned that they did

Lonsultinq work for people. performing such jobs as the

tranlation of a software prograri, written in one computer

language to another computer languagecharging fees for such

services. The Interest was a serious one with the group of

41 "microcomputer regulars" holding future plans for their

computer skills.

The "regulars" were generally more advanced users of

microcomputers. The students did Loth advanced programming

and applications usage of the microcomputers. One of the

"regulars" wored in machlne language (a language much more

difficult to program than BASIC). and another student had

programmed his own shape tables. Some of the "rer_tlars"

were enrolled in the advanced PASCAL class,. One of the stu-

dents did not seem to be such an advanced user but was always

in the noon lab using software, particularly games. Although

he did not appear to be so proficient in advanced skills, he

seemed comfortable with and interested in microcomputers, ex-

pressing a desire to own a personal computer apart from the

%,miiy computer.

Another central theme related to the interest in compu-

ters was that the "microcomputer regulars" tended to own com-

puter hardware (the equipment itself) and software (the dics

packages that give instructions to the hardware, such as a

game software package). The instructor of the classes tnat

16
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1 observed scAid that the "microcomputer regulars" had a lot

of money in software and that they weren't necessarily good

nrodrammers but hod "a lot of equipment." One day while ob-

serving in the noon lab. I informally asted the students in

the lab if they had microcomputers or access to microcompu-

ters at home. All the "microcomputer regulars" who were in

the lab that day said they either ha a microcomputer/compu-

e ter or had access to one at their homes. There were also

Live other students in the lab who were not regular users;

of those. four did not have microcomputers/computers at home.

but one's father had an IBM at his office and one said that

she did have access to a computer. One of the other students

did have an Atari microcomputer at home. Of those "micro-

. computer regulars" responding. three mentioned that they nad

Commodore microcomputers at home, one responded that he had a

Radio ShacE model, one was "babysitting" a microcomputer for

a friend who was out of the country, and four mentioned that

they had Apple microcomputers at home. One of the "micro-

computer regulars" also had access to a digital computer.

a ;arger. more complex computer than the microcomputers men-

tioned. One of the regular students also responded that his

family owned the microcomputer but he had all the software.

0 Alother said that he was the only family member who inew how

to use the microcomputer though it was A family computer.

So another trend was home ownership of microcomputers and

software for the observed gr-oup of regular student users.

Another offshoot of the computer interest was that some

17
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of the terminology used in gereral conversation by the

"microcomputer regulars" included terms from the technical

language of computing. On one occasion, a "microcomputer

regular" recommended to another to use "random commands" 'co

improve his graphics program. Technical terms overheard from

another conversation included "running out of memory."

"breadboard," and "chips." One question asted of another

"microcomputer regular" was, "Where is the location of BASIC

memory for...?" in reference to shape tables. "Call -151,"

"Save program. then FP," "BLOAD it now," "put shape table at

8000 and set high memory at 36268," "HPLOT," "don't know how

to use flags." "Hit CONTROL S twice to cut the sound,"

"string function." "Copy A would do it," "don't initialize

.nine," 'input/output error," "what's that POKE?," "is that

HGR or GR?" were other technical comments heard during the

noon lab observations when the "microcomputer regulars"

O were talling. The conversations that I heard were cer-

tainl/ not all technical with ot'oer typical high school

comments like "Awesome!", "you're very funny," "that's

O good," and "holy cow" appearing in the conversations, but

it was sufficiently technical in nature to likely e;:clude

students not tnowledgeable in the terminology from

participating in some of the conversation. (Had 1 not

Possessed some 1.nowledge of programming and computers

myself, I would likely hod problems hearing and copying

the technical terms correctly.) I did asE one of the

"regulars" if he thought that people without computer

0 18 c,
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made through a formal written application form addressed to

41 the board of education; a research approval committee re-

viewed the application and allowed the study to be conducted

based upon restrictions and specifications of the high school

41 administration. My contact was one of the vice-principals

who, in wor.qing with the computer coordinator, arranged for

me to observe two of the BASIC programming classes which were

41 taught by one of the male instructors. I was also allowed to

observe free lab periodsbefore school, during lunch, ind

after school. All observations were conducted during the

41 Spring semester, 1985, beginning in February and concluding

in May.

From a beginning date of February 22nd I observed 15

c] ass perious( 8 in the morning section and 7 in the after-

noon section), 7 lunch free lab periods, and 5 brief before-

school free lab periods. Observations of the students were

41 combined with interviews of both the personnel and students

to provide additional data. Class periods corsi.sted of 50

minute sessions. The lunchtime free lab was a 60 inute

4/ session and most of the oefore school observations were from

10 to 15 minutes in length. Interviews ranged from onc-,s that

wee brief and unstructured to more lengthy, structured

41 formats--all were based on the availability and schedules of

the interviewees, with none during class time. The inter-

viewees included the computer coordinator, the courdinator of

counseling. the programming instructor. two members of the

staff, and students in the classes and the noontime free

11
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i n iwledge could follow some of their conversations. He

0 seemed surprised to be asked that as if he had never

thoughL of that possibility; he replied "No". that they

could not follow. Thir:, group's interest led them to tall.

O partially in a technical language that was ir the area of

computing; it was a shared language for the "microcomputer

regulars " much lie the language of career and ethnic

O groups.

FIGURE II

I Excerpt

D

D

D

D

10

D

J: How did you get into computers?

I started using them in school.

About what grade level, about eighth?

Yeh, eighth grade is when they prescribe it.

Ana you took a class?

No. I just moped around on them.

In the lab? Did they have a lab set up?

J: Were you in that same junior high that some of the other guys were in?

Yes.

OK. So you all were a group even then almost?

Yeh.

19
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Another common theme within the group of "microcomputer

regulars" was that of gender. There were no female regulars.

There were females who occasionally used the Apples in the

noon lab, but not on a regular basis nor they socially inter-

act with the "regulars." 1 observed females in the lab on

six occasions, but they were always outnumbered by the males

in the noon lab. This observation was consistent with the

research reported by Lockheed and Frakt that virtually no

girls used the lab outside regular class times. (Lockheed

and Frai,t, 1984) I quizzed some of the "microcomputer

regulars" about female participation in the noon lab and

received such answers as:

"What girlsthey rarely coma in--once in a while to

work on lessons".

"Males (come in)--I don't know why".

"More male students". and

"Sometimes girls come into the lab to do their ac-

counting problems."

The instructor of the introductory BASIC classes said that

sometimes girlfriends would come in with their boyfriends.

but the boyfrienda. used the microcomputers.

In addition to being less eyidelt in the noon lab, the

females were also likely to not interact with the "regulars".

Any verbal communication was quite brief in manner: they

might greet some of the "microcomputer regulars" as they

entered or ask for assistance regarding their war!, with the

microcomputer. During one lab period two girls who were

20
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working on their accounting problems for a class asked one of

the "regulars" how to turn on a printer, but nothing else.

In another of my observations, one female asked a question of

me rather than of any of the "regulars." In addition tc the

social verbal distancing, the females also distanced them-

selves physically, generally sitting toward the east end of

the lab and not next to any of the "regulars" who sat toward

the west end of the lab tone of the "regulars" sat at the

west end because the color monitor was at that end, and .e

was often working on color graphics he had designed).

The females not only used the lab infrequently but also

worked on a narrower range of microcomputer usages than did

the males when they were controlling the keyboard (on two

occasions females accompanied males into the lab but did not

wort at the Apples). 1 asked the females and males what they

were working on during three of the noon lab sessions. The

females were working on programming class homework, account-

ing problems, and on a project for a science class--all the

work was related to class assignmJnts. The males were using

the microcomputers for word processing, games, homework as-

signments from their programming classes, graphics, sottware

programs they had programmed for their own uses, and some

commercial software programs such as one that printed a

variety of font styles on paper.

The lab did appear to be "male territory" such as the

"male turf" described by Lockheed and Frakt. (Lockheed and

Frakt, 1984) Also the females' interests did not seem to

21
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lead tLem toward computers and thus toward the noon lab as

II did the "microcomputer regulars."

Trying to identify certain personality tr-aits common

to the group of "microcomputer regulars" was not too fruit-

* ful an undertaking; the interest in computing seemed to be

the most pervasive personality trait. When interviewing the

computer coordinator, 1 asted about distinctive characteris-

tics of the group; he said that the personalities changed

from year to year and that the "regul:Irs" varied from stu-

dents who received failing notices to straight-A students.

He believed that the group included both serious and not -so-

serious students; some were "hackers". He also said that

some of the students had interests in other technical areas,

41 such as one student who had worted with the stage equipment

for high school drama productiols. The coordinator thought

that--at least in the previous years--the "regulars" can

around together; he termed the "microcomputer regulars" as

"freaks."

The programming instructor said that the "regulars,"

whom he called "qamers," had a lot of equipment, were not

necessarily good students (he had learned this when chezt-

Inc] grade point averages to see which students might be

eligible to attend a computer contest), were lacting in

social maturity (he thought they probably spe t too much

time in the lab). that some already had jobs in the computer

field, and that the members of the subculture were always

together.

i"...,)
.f....f...
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I as[eld three females how they would describe the

"regulars" in the noon lab (two of the females did use

the noon lab for programming assignments). The two females

who had used the lab called the "microcomputer regulars"

"smart" or "brains," and the other female called them

"whizzes." Their descriptive terminology differed from

that of the computer coo -di nator .nd the instructor 53 I

41 sought out further clarification in interviews with the

"regulars" themselves.

One of the "regulars" labeled the others (aria himself)

as "all pretty odd--eccentric or unique" but also said that

most of the students' grade point averages were pretty good

though geronally h's was not good. Another "regular" said

that the others would work on inventive programs in the at-

iempt to out-impress each other. A quote from another "requ-

1..r" was, "Everybody's got their own personality. their own

41 reason to oe in here; most of them aren't that athletic;

they're more or less into things like computers. learning

mathematics. or something." He also said that most of the

grade point averages were good with the exception of himself

and one other person and that most of the "reaulars" were

introverts. Other interests mentioned in the interviews

41 included cars. bombs. larate. and going to movies. When

a:Led what term might best describe them, they chose the

term "hacker:" one student explained that "most of them.

507 at least. hack"--meaning try to breai. programs.

From the information 1 gathered it appeared that the



group members varied on many pointsgrade point averages,

4111
interests yther than computers, and their personalities in

gei2ral. This type of variation :n a related group was also

described by lurkle who said the "hacker" culture was

"culture of mastery, individualism, and nonsensuality."

(Tur'.le, 1984, p. 223) The Cracker further describes the

"hacker" culture as being different from most other groups

primarily on the basis of their fascination with learning

about computers that dun t belong to them. (The Cracker,

1935, p. 62) Because all the "microcomputer regulars"

III did rrt had., they could not fit _nto that group, but in

160-,-.3.. years those high school students could leave the high

school group later moving it , the "hacier" culture. 1 felt

that labeling the "regulars" by the term "gamer" was not

totally appropriate becau-,e not all were devoted to the use

of games while in the rr-crocomputer lab: the term "brains"

was not appropriate since not all the students were "A"

students. "Freak" was only mentioned once as a label for

those studentr. The only term that 1 felt comfortable with

II was "microcomputer regular" or "regular").

1 had identified a gender differentiation, the use of

a somewhat technical language, hone ownership of computers,

.-i career interest in computers, and a variety of personality

variables in the group. They were regular users of the lab,

but there seemed to be other ch_,fining characteristics of thc?

group.
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What else bound the "microcomputer regulars" into this

grouping beside their interest in computing and their gender'

Their personalities seemed to vary, much life those who were

in the had er culture. What bound five or si); of those 'regu-

lars" together was their friendship with each other; the

other regulars were in interaction with them primarily during

the noon lab period. One of the "regulars" in the friendship

group said that "...five of us are always hanging around

together" and another responded "five" to my question of how

many of the lab "regular-6" he hung around with both in and

out of school. One other- said that about four peop1.2 would

run around together and that he ran around with five of the

people in the lab. This group of five also paired off

p:casionally; I observed them sometimes entering and leaving

the lab in pairs or groups of three. One of the students not

in the small friendship group had observed that two or three

of the "regulars" were often together. Both the computer

coordinator and the instructor of the observed classes made

comments that the "microcomputer regulars" spent much of

their time together.

Those "regulars" not in the smaller friendship grouping

dik I. ,ract with each other as well as with the smaller

group. Two of the "outside regulars" identified themselves

PS being "a loner" and "an introvert." with one of them say-

ing there might be "a half-dozen loners" in the lab on a

regular basis. These two students were the students who

tended to spend their whole lunch period in the microcomputer

-1 itg.-
.4.,',..)
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lab while the other "regulars" would drift in after lunch.

(One did say that he was on a diet so he didn't eat lunch.)

One of the "loners" had tnown most of the good friends

whil in junior high school. They read also used the micro-

computer lab in junior high school. He would often be in the

lab which wa:, locked controlling the entrance by asking for

a software program before he would let anyone enter. Another

one of the "regulars" said that mos: of his friends were from

outside the school--partially because he didn't live near any

of the other "regulars."

So within the group of "microcomputer regulars" there

were approximately five to six good friends, a couple of

self-identified loners, and one who had other friends from

outside the group. But within the group of "microcomputer

regulars", all the students found acceptance of each other

and interacted with each other within the environment of the

lab. There apc.eared to be some common elements among tie

"regulars " computer interest, regular use of the lab (a use

which had begun early in the school year), having an advanced

programming class together (PASCAL, in this case) , and ad-

vanced tnowledoe of programming. Just how these variables

interacted differ'd for students, but early entry into the

oroup seemed to be a 'ey point. Two male students who had

computer interests began using the lab during the spring

semester. One of those males was only in the introductory

DASIC class; when he was in the lab he usually physically

separated himself from the "regulars" and would not interact
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with them; he seemed to hold an interest in computers but was

not worting at an advanced level nor was he one of the early

users of the lab. The other male seemed to possess an ad-

vanced knowledge of computers. but he told me that he hau

lust started using the lababout midw..y through the spring

semester. He even brought his own friends into the lab with

him. One tie he was accompanied by a male and a female and

on another occasion he was accompanied by the male who had

come before; neither friend ever worl.ed at the microcomputer

but just sat watchinq him. This young man had been in a

programming class the previous year. He did not interact

with any of the regulars during the lab sessions that I

observed. He did interact with his friends and with one

female at another microcomputer. He started going to the lab

late in the year. was not as regular in his use, and was not

enrolled in a computer programming class--but he did indeed

have an interest in the computer. The male in the beginning

Programming class was a fairly regular user of tl-v_2 lab, but

had just started during the second semester; he was not en-

rolled in an advanced class. Most of the "microcomputer

regulars" possessed all the common traits or ac least

possessed an interest in computers and early. regular use of
0 the lab. There was one student who was not a regular user

and was not enrolled in a class, but seemed to interact with

the "regulars" when he came in. He appeared to be a friend
0 of one of the icrocomputer regulars" so that may have per-

mitted and "played" his entry into the group.

27
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The qroup members seemed to be acceptinq of the other

qroup members and just ionored the "e):tras" .ono sometimes

came to the lab dur-inq noon. However. a couple of conversa-

tions that I noted (one which I overheard and one in which

I was involved by informally asl.inq questions) suggested

that the "microcomputer requlars"--like all subculture mem-

bers--had formulated some norms about who might b_ accepted

by their qroup. In one case the conversation (in which I

w, . involved) centered around the uses of the microcomputer

Pt -ticularly for word processinq. I had asked if they used

w -d processinq for most of their written work. A couple

E. the "requlars" responded that they didn't use word pro-

cessinq for class assiqnments because some of the teachers

at the high school would not allow the use of the word pro-

cessind software. They also said that the teachers didn't

even now what word processinq was. I sensed a disgruntle-

ment with the teachers' lacl of knowledge about computers;

that feelinq may also extend to others not Inowledqeable

about computers thus egcludinq those from qroup membership.*

*I sometimes felt that the "requlars" talkm.d with me because

I was in an advanced educational proqram and because I had

some Inowledqe of computers. Thu the "requlars" define' my

role as beinq someone who was "ol.ay": they could tall with

me and answer my questions in a fairly open manner.
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Another conversation (that 1 partially overheard) included

the comment "car won't carry Blacks" and a response "Did I

hear prejudice?" sugpesting another norm for acceptance--not

ueinq Black. There were no Black "microcomputer regulars".

However, there were at least three Black students in the two

classes that I observed in this high school with a low

minority enrollment. One of the "regulars" was a recog-

nizably different back oround from outside the United States

but was quite accepted so it may have been that the ac-

ceptance was quite specific in acceptance or rejection of

certain minority groups.

Broom and Selzht71. define a subculture as being "...a

pattern that is in significant respects distinctive but that

has important continuities with a host or dominant culture."

(Broom and Sel: nick, 1976, p. 75) This group of "microcompu-

ter regulars" was just another group of high school students

Put distinctive with respect to interests, gender, and the

use of a technical lanouage--and probably with respect to

patterns of group acceptance. Because not all the "regulars"

were "hacers", they could not be included wthin that cul-

ture; however, the sim:iarity in the interest in computing

was common to both groups. Perhaps this is another sub-

culture to add to the list of high school (and perhaps even

to lower le\.els of school--such as junior high) subcultures.

I had identified computer interest (defined by career

interests, home use of computers, enrollment in computer

classes--primarily advanced classes), regularity of use of
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the microcomputers in the lab during free lab times, and

early entry into the lab during the school year as some 'Pi

the observced def_ning characteristics of the group. There

seemed to be a possibility to extend those definitions or

include other cnaracteristics with more study.



GENDER DIFFERENCES

The existence of gender differences in computer edu-

cation has been documented by other research (such as those

lis...ni in the Introduction) indicating that the males out-

41
number females in the class enrollments, summer camp en-

rollment, home computer use. and interest in computers.

Turkle points out another gender difference--that most of t'e

41
"soft" mastery programmers are female and most "hard" mastery

programmers are male. She defines a "soft" mastery program-

mer as a person who uses "the imposition of will over the

41
machine through the implementation of a plan--with the

program as a premeditated control" and a "soft" mastery

programmer as "more interactive- -the mas ery of the artist."

* "E'tperiences everywhere reinforce the assumption that com-

puters are a male domain: computer arcades ale dark. nosy

places that attract boys and men; high school computer

science courses reflect high male enrollment figures: pa-

rents fill after-school computer classes and computer camps

with their sons, not their daughters." (Gilliland. P. 42,

19E34) A study by Jacquelyn Eccles reported that women "shut

themselves off from scientific and technical fields." (THE

SUNDAY OILAHOMAN. p. 6) in the observations at Computer-

ville High School. the data collected further substantiated

the existence of a gender gap in the area of computer pro-

gramming. with some slight variation from the previously

reported differences.

In the introductory BASIC classes. which were composed
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of juniors and seniors. the enrollment was about eoual even

41
though it was at the high school level; even one of the two

introductory BASIC teachers was female. The qap did indeed

appear at the advanced level of programming classes with

very few females enrolled in the advanced PASCAL classes.
40

When Queried. the instructor that was observed said that

the females and males in the introductory BASIC classes did

not differ in grades for the course; he even thought that

the females in general were more serious in their work habits

by concentrating on the lessons and seeking extra-credit work

than were the males who tended to be more interested in their

own projects--such as graphics of a car that was one male

student's interest- -than in the class work or in extra-credit

worl. The instructor also observed that probably one of the

best. i+ not the best. student in the advanced PASCAL class

was a female. So the enrollment qap at advanced levels was

40
substantiated at Computerville High School. but there was no

reported difference in abilities (consistent with Horn's

research study that was previously reported).

41
The qap in use of microcomputers outside class time wao

also substantiated by obsersiations at the high school. The

free lab periods during lunch and before school were rarely

visited by females. although some females did use the micro-

computer lab during their off-hours which occurred during

regular class hours (this was reported by the instructor ob-

41
served). When females did enter the lab. they used the

microcomputers exclusively for class won or projects while
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the males used the microcomputers for a variety of purposes--

school wori, games, Individual programming projects, word

processing (alThough females in the business education de-

partment may have used the business microcomouter lab for

those purposes--this was outide my observations), and as a

"hangout"--probably best said when one of the lab requl a'-s

said that the other lab regulars "looked more comfortable

in the microcomputer lab than anywhere else." After a few

observations of the free lab times, I asked the instructor

about female use of the lab. He said that occasionally a

girlfriend might accompany her boyfriend into the lab but

the boyfriend would be the microcomputer user (I old observe

this narticular situation occur twice during my observations)

and that occasionally a few females might do some work in the

lab, but it way preriomihAh+iy A MA14A nronlup in fh=, lah. Thi=

discrepancy of male/female usage of free lab periods occurred

throuclhout the observation period, thus substantiating the

Loctheed and Fred t study. (Lockheed and Frakt. 1984)

Observing the differences in classes and it use of the

110
microcomputer lab, 1 sought answers concerning why females

did not enroll in advanced classes or did not often use the

lab. When asking both female and male students about pos-

Bible differences, the most frequent response was that fe-

males were not as interested in computers as were the male

students--el tho.,qh or? of the regular lab users qualified

his answer with the statement that adult females were often

just as interested in computers as were the males; it was

0
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just at the younger ages that there was a difference (his

mother was teaching a computer programming class at the

college level thus suggesting an influence on his thoughts

.bout female interest). When asied about the reasons for the

difference. the instructor whose classes were observed said

that the femaleswhen prompted to enroll in the advanced

classeswould say that the class was too hard or that the

Llass would ruin their grade point average. but he did not

believe nat the females were stating their true feelings. A

few of the lab regulars said that some of the females may

have felt that the advanced class was too difficult. but that

the feeling was also c Jmon to -;ome males who had enrolled

in the advanced classes but who had dropped out within the

first week or two of the semester. The computer coordinator

noted that thG primary diffralrnrp in fpmal pc And males wAs

that he had never known of a female "hacker." f=in interview

with the coordinator of the counseling service= further

substantiated the lack of interest on the part of the

femalesand also introduced another possible reason for the

disparity. that of a lack of self-confidence. When asked why

female students did not enroll in the advanced classes or

dropped out once enrolled. she gave the example of two female

students -one who dropped out and one who stayed in the

class. She descr7bed the female who dropped out as being

fearful of the class and the female who continued as hesitant

at first and as needing reassurance -which was provided by

the counselor (arid by the instructor of the introductory
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UHSIC class). According to the counselor, the curl was

"seif-assured" and had a good math bactground. She also said

that once the girl enrolled and was in the class for a period

of a few weets, the girl had come in to see the counselor to

report her good progress in PASCAL. The counselor thought

that in general females in the advanced programming classes

were "self-assured and had good grade point averages." She

felt that with many of the girls there was the lack of

understanding spout the importance of computers in society, a

feeling of insecurity and perhaps a feeling that computers

involved a lot of mathematics. She made some further related

comments saying that very few females asked about computer

careers, such as programming; most just asked about careers

which could involve some use of computers. Even the

female student who was doing well in PASCAL was interested in

a medical career--not solely a computer career. Sue had also

observed that when males came into the counseling center to

utilize the G1S, the males would not remain hesitant at the

terminal teyboard as long as the females (G;S is the Guidance

Information System. which is A computerized data ban for

career information; the student receives information through

a terminal at the high school which is hooked op through a

phone modem to a main-frame computer in another city). She

thought that a lack o+ typing stills might interfere with

some of the males' use of the GIS. but still females were

le,... s confident in their approach to the computer terminal.

She also noted that mere junior high students during the

75
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Pre-enrollment sessionsJere interested in enrolling in

41
the computer programming classes as compared to previous

Years, but she was not sure if the males outnumbered the

females or not. She did say that most of the students

interested in computers also had math and science career
00

interests.

FIGURE III

Diagram of a Seating Pattern in the Lab
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One gender difference that I was not looling for from

my previous readings but that I did observe was in the actual
111

Physical control of the microcomputer. Though the difference

was not pronounced, the males tended to tae control of the

microcomputer keyboards. In gender mixed pairs or groups of
II

three. the males tended to control the tvping/ input furc-

tions at the microcomputer leyboard when the class moved to

the lab area to do homework assignments. I observed am-2roxi-
11

mately 44 occasions in which there were mixed pairs or groups

of three at the microcomputer in the classroom periods; of

those occasions only seven of the pairs/groups shared the
11

typing responsibilities. Sixteen females tmed during the

period; and twenty-one males typed. The differences observed

were more pronounced at the initial stages of observation but
111

as the semester progressed, the females began to control the

tevboard more often. Whether more of the females had typing

skills than the males in those classes (it was a possibility
IP

since females still far outnumbered males in Computerville

High School's typing classes--but possibly not the particular

females in the introductory computer programming classes
II

observed). Vie males still tended to dominate. During one

class period I overheard a conversation between a male and a

female in a mixed group of two males and one female. The

female said. "I haven't typed in weeks." The males responded

(in a polite manner), "Do you want to type?" 1 overheard no

P
more of the conversation. but the female did not take over

the typing dutj.es during that class period. A possible
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explanation for the difference in control may he the lad-. of

self-confidence on the part of th females alluded to by the

coordinator of counseling; the males may have felt mere com-

fortable with the microcomputer thus being mrrE relaxed in

D
controlling the keyboard. The change in dominance patterns

I

D

1

I

1

I

I

toward the end of the semester (with more females dominating)

may have been the result of the females gaining more as-

surance toward the microcomputer throuqh their classroom

activities.

Another possible theme, perhaps related to the it .ue

of control/dominance, was that males tended to use the micro-

Dmputers along more often than the fema_es during classroom

periods. In observed classroom periods, the males tended

to outnumber the females in individual usage by about two to

one. with approximately fourteen males to seven females using

',..he microcumputers alone when micrccompcters were available.

Pe -laps the males preferred worl-inc alone while the females

preferred socializing or perhaps the males felt more comfor-

table and self-assured with the microcomputers than did the

females. The issue was not clear, thus incLcating a need for

further study in this area.

The "soft masters" and "hard masters" as defined b\/

Turtle did not appear in this observational study. Such

intense study of styles was not possible during the class-

room periods ob -rved; the regular lab users seemed to tend

toward the "hard mastery" styes, but the observation was not

sufficient to identify those styles.

:a BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The observations r:,nd the data from interviews further

indicated that there were gender differences--ttose gender

differences related to interests (both present and future),

enrollment in advanced classes, and in control and use of

the microcomputer and the microcomputer lab. Another possi

ble difference suggested was that of self-confidence. perhaps

self-confidence in relation to the microcomputer or self-

confidence in general.

D

I

11.

I

II

I

II
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INTERACTIONS

In the classroom setting. 1- was difficult -if not

virtually impossible--to observe individual students' in-

teraction and possible personalization of computers. How-

, ever, observing the individuals during the fr.ce lab periods

orov..ied more opportunities to look for possible acts of

personalization Lnd the types of interact:on patterns that

might Emerge. such as the "hard masters" and "soft masters"

described by Turtle. (Turtle, 1984)

At this age level there was not much personalization of

the microcomputers evident. The students did not name the0

I

p

II

II

IP

II

1,, ocomputers nor often use personal pronouns in talling

shout the microcomputers. I did observe a couple of timers

when a student was interacting with the Apple as with a

person. Dur,.np one of the noon lab periods, one of the

"regulars" said "Shut up" to the microcomputer when some

sound effects were bothering him. When the sound stopped.

the "regular" oaid "thank you." However , most of the con-

versations about the microcomputers that I heard were not at

at a personal level. Students used the prnnoun "it" rather

than personal pronouns saying such phrases as "It beat me"

and "What did you do--you killed it." Other comments in-

cludcJd "...how this thing (referring to the microcomputer)

works" and "You mean the machine talks!" and The machine

talks. Did you hear it?" Durillg on'm lab ohe of the "recu-

lars" was referring to . figure in a larate game as "he,"

but it w's not a .Direct rg.ference to the computer only to

4 C)
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the character in the game. It may be that more personaliza-

tion was occurring but I could not hear it what I did hear

was generally not a representation of personalization. How-

ever, it ma,; be possible that the "regulars" in the free lab

periods may have been indirectly personalizing the mic-o-

compute.- by choosing to spend time with the Apple rather than

with other students.

41 The interaction that was most evident to the researcher

in the class periods--and also in the free lab periods--was

the total group and small group interaction. There was a

great deal of social interaction over a variety of social

combinations. As the instructor whose class was observed

said. the computer orogrammind class had built-in interaction

through the presence of multiple users at the microcomputers.

With only thirteen mic ocomputc, availablc and over twenty

students in each of the classes. the students had to wort to-

gether at the microcompxters. Regarding total group inter-

action in the claF--es, most f it centered around conven-

tional manners. 1r observed students politely checl-ing to see

41
if certain microcomr_,Jters or printers were available before

they sat down to use them. The students generally waited

Patiently for the instructor to finish giving anothe2r group

41
assistance rather than interrupting him. Group interaction

in the free lab period was gene'- ally to the lab

"regulars" who would sometimes ciP'...her together to watch a

41
particular procram. During 'Ale noon lab the "microcomputer

regulars" gathered aro...id two of the Apples to watch a game

41
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that was e simulation of nuclTar war; they were commenting

about ,_he graphics in the game and changing the size of the 1

bomb strife areas.

Decause the programming classes had to be separated

into pairs, groups of three, and individual units to work

on the number of microcomputers available, interaction was

also evident in and between those variations. Students ip

the classes very seldom worked individually on the micro-

computers even when there were microcomputers available.

The students seemed to prefer working in pairs or groups

of three. The instructor said, when asked about this be-

havior, that very rarely did any individual students as

to wort: alone at a microcomputer; he remembered only one

student asting to wort alone during that semester. Occa-

sionally he would have to rearranoe or break up the pairs/

groups because of discipline problem.. The interaction

within these small groups centered around the microcomputer

wort, but students also participated in social conversations

discussing non-school topics such as a student's family or

weekend plans. Betw2en the small groups the interaction too

centered primarily on the microcomputer woe-. For e;:ample,

one student pair might ask another pair for help with

debugging (correcting a mistake in a computer program) or

they might share a good programming step in one of their

programs. Although much of the interaction was based on

prmimity--those closest we.-- 'nteraction partners--some

r'..tdents would even leave their seats at their microcompuff,r
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to qo to another pair to ask for help or to watch a program

e;:ecution. There was als-J some conversation about non-

computer subj2cts, such as where to buy tic[ets for the prom.

However, the "time-on-tasl." was good and the conversations

generally focused on the work.

Much interaction occurred between the students and the

instructorgenerally dealing with assistance in debugqing.

When the students were at the microcomputers, they would ast

the teacher for help. He would go to the group and helo them

in the small group situations. He nbse-ved that students

were more li[ely to as questions in the microcomputer lab

because the interaction was more private than in full-group

c_asses. such as the geometry class he taught. He also ob-

served that he found himself answering the same questions

many times because not only were the questions more private

but the answers were too. I did not observe any particular

"student experts" interacting with the instructor. But two

of the "microcomputer regulars" had programmed a grade boot

management program for one of the high school instructors

::;uggesting that there may be "student experts" in relation

to other instructors at the high school

In the fret, lab periods, there was also interaction but

restricted primarily t,) the "regulars." The interaction also

concerned compuLers primarily. but social conversation Etlso

took place. Because there was no instructor in the lab, the

students tended to as each other for assistance when needed,

but they t;ometimes would qo to the computer coordinator's
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office, which was on the other side of a glass window wall of

Mle microcomputer lab, and seer help from one of the teachers

(if any were there--they usually were during lunch). The

students who were riot "microcomputer regulars" would pc-

* casionally interact with each other, but generally paid more

attention to their wore with the microcomputers.

In general, it could be observed that there 1:as constant

interaction interaction between students and microcomputers,

interaction between students, and interaction be'-ween the in-

structor and students -in a variety of patterns. There were

few observable patterns within that interaction other than

the fact that the students interacted most w.,thin their smell

groups or with other small groups near them. lost students

in the programming classes would interact with the instructor

when assistance was needed, but they also asied help from the

other students. To observe for "hard masters" and "soft mas-

ters" was not possible with this study, but it appeared that

most of the "regulars" would fit the hard mastery label more

than that of soft mastery. :Turkle, 1984) The structure of

l-eaching in a lab class led to more social interaction than

would be +fund in more traditional classrooms where there is

iLt predominance of student-teacher interaction patterns and

little student-student interaction. There was no mention of

the interaction improving student's grades or social abili-

ties: more research. perhaps of a Quantitative nature, could

have yielded more infprmation about the results of the inter-

action.
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SECTION THREE

Conclusions and Limitations
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CONCLUSIONS

From the collected and analyzed data, themes emerged re-

garding gender differences. the existence of a subculture

which seemed to evolve from computer interest. and inter-

action patterns and characteristics.

Observations in this study of Computerville High School

further substantiated previously reported gender differences

41
in respect to enrollment in advanced classes and use of the

microcomputer lab outside class time with the males predomi-

nating in those areas. A slight difference from previously

reported research was observed in the enrollment at the

introductory level of programming classes--even with the math

prerequisite of Algebra I; female enrollment equaled that of

the males. Also there was no instructor reported different

in grades between the males and females in the introductory

BASIC classes observed. This equality may be attributed to

the type of high school (middle to upper-middle class in a

professionally oriented community) or to the fact that th

was no other introductory course. such as computer liter

available to the high school students (a computer liter

class was planned for the next school year at Computer

It may also have been an outgrowth of the fact that t

high school students were introduced to the mi:rocom

at earlier anes, particularly at the junior high le

ta[ing away some of the mystique of the microcompu

providing more familiarity with the machine itsel

previously cited difference was the gender diffe

4b
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interests. tPSYCHOLOGY TODAY, 1985). The males were

D reported to hold more interest in computers; the findings

of this study, primarily from interviews of Students and of

staff at Computerville High School, also indicated that

females held less interest for computer classes, computer

use, and computer careers than the males. An additional

gender difference observed that was not reported in the

literature related to the control of the microcomp,:ter it-
,

self (I am not claiming an exhaustive review; there may be

a report addressing this issue). Two minor themes emerged

D
under the heading of control; they were gender differences

III

IP

D

II

D

I

in preference of working alone or with others and in the con-

trol of the keyboard. In gender mixed pairs and groups of

three. the males tended to dominate the Feyboard for both

typing and input of data. The pattern of Leyboard control

seemed to be moving toward a pattern of equality et the end

of the s2me;ter thus suggesting that the increasing female

familiarity with the microcomputers may rave boosted self-

assurance ar'd thus th2 desire to control the F evboards. This

Oossible self-assurance was suggested in an interview with

the coordinator of counseling. She felt that females who

were more self-assured enrolled in the advanced courses of

programming. Possibly self- -assurance and interest played

mportant roles in determining which females undertake

computer programming, particularly at advanced levels or as

career interests. Further study, with test measurements of

self-assurance. may provide substantiation of tnis assertion.
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The males tended to prefer working alone at the micrornm,_.-

ters when there were microcomputers available for 51 ngle

users in class periods.

The addition of a new subculture to the list of high

40
school subcultures was another theme suggested by the data in

the study. That the group existed and that it did not really

fit the categorization of the hacter subculture as defined by

40
Turkle or by The Cracter were themes identified by the

researcher. (Turtle, 1984) (The Cracker, 1985) Whether the

subculture exists in other high schools or at other levels of

40
the public school or that the group reappeared at Computer-

ville High School in the following years were concerns to

consider in adding validity to this particular study. Too.

40
study of the identified themes that characterized the sub-

culture were needed to further substalitlate the researcher',:

findings. The male membership of the group was suggested in

1111
previous studies and also in identification of the Hacter

subculture. (The Cracker. 1985) (Loctheed and Fraht, 1904)

High computer interest (defined by career plans, ownership of

Personal computers, use of computer terminology in conversa-

tion, and enrollment in computer classesparticularly

advanced classes/. regularity of use of the microcomputer

41
lab. and early entry to use of the lab during the school year

were identified as possible defining characteristics of the

subculture.

41
Concerning interaction it was observed that there was

much interaction. primarily academic in nature, related to
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microcomputers. There was stadent(s) to student (s) inter-

e action, student to teacher interaction, and student to micro-

computPr interaction. Generally the interaction was open

l. tho classes, but in the noon lab student(s) to student(s)

intern -tion was more evident between/among the "regt2lars."

The compu'er itself is an interactive medium? the class

structure ard the student preference for wort it in pairs/

groups furthe1 stimulated interaction.

Findings were consistent with much of the research re-

ported though this study listed some additional possibilities

for further research. Any of the findings were probably

specific to the particular school environment studied--an

urban high school with middle to upper-middle class students

who were primarily Caucausian. Findings were also liel to

have been specific in respect to the particular classes

observedintroductory 1_iAS1C programming courses with a math

prerequisite of Algebra I. All observations are tentative

with more research needed to validate or to further interpret

the themes.

lhe microcomputer has been no exception to modern tech-

nological developments which have brought change to our

society. The societal impact of computers/microcomputers

has pervaded much of our society, including the area of

education. Edi,cators have hoped that this piece of modern

te:hnology will improve learning, but have sometimes over-

looted or underestimated the social forces creatPd by the

machine. Bereuse those social factors can interact with
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learning, I labeled them as important to study. I attemoted

to identify, verify, describe, and interpret some of those

social forces related to students and micr,ncomputers.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

'_ite all research, whether it be qualitative or Quanti-

tative, in actual field environments, this particular study

was subject to limitations. The limitations were related to

both the researcher and the specific population studied thus

making generalization to other studies somewhat limited.

On the part of the researcher, the greatest limitation

was the inexperience in the area of observational research.

It was the first study conducted by the researcher. Overall

organization of the study and of the interviews as well as

the process of note-taking were aspects which couli be im-

proved in further research. The experience itself, continued

learning, and feedback from knowledgeable individuals can

help to improve those aspects. Also, utilizing tape re-

cordings and /or video recordings could increase the amount of

coverage and information gathered in future studies.

Another limitation was related to the researcher was the-

fact of time to do a very in-depth study of class periods and

of free microcomputer lab periods. The researcher was a

full-time student as well as a part-time graduate assistant

maing soy s. visitations difficult, if not impossible. Al-

lowance for more observations would have to be made for any

further in-depth studies.

The limitations related to the actual population ob-

served included the restrictions of observation and the

41
type of population observed. Regarding the high school

itself. any generalizations would be restricted to highly
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comparable schoo,s--with addle to upper-miAdle class

students, a low enrollr.lt proportion of minority students,

and urban na'ure of the community. (However, some of the

themes observed were further substantiations of previous

research .1 different settings.) With the school population

it was tilt oussible to observe anon possible difference', in

the min-rity _(sage of microcomputers. There were simply not

enough minority students enrolled at Computerville High

School, and of those enrolled, it was not alwa,/s observable

to the researcher if the stucent -as indeed classified as a

minority student (such as some of the Title IV-A students).

The limltations related to the observation itself are that

r,ny generalizations would be applicable only to computer

programming classes (which' have a math prerequisite of

Algebra I). nr't computer aLiplications classes, such as

Computer ,teracy or Busiless Education courses such as word

processing. 'Mice again, the findings wee.: very similar to

other reported findings thus improving the credibility of the

stud'r itself.) Another area of snit- tl interest that was

difficult to pursue in this study was that rf values held

toward microcompiters; the depth of the stud was too

shallow and too short for interpreting values. It wa5- noted

by the coordinator of counseling and the programming

instructor that students enrolled in the introductory Eil= IC

programm,ng class for a variety of reasons--some because of

parental pressure (the parents seemed to value the micro-

computers), some because of career ?nterests. and on

5 BEST COPY AVAILABLE5



because they were often not 1 nowledgeable about what the

class involN.ed but wLrIted to learn about computers. Only

interestsnot alues--were identified for the students.

Further study in the same school. Computerville High

School, and in other high schools could provide mo. = infor-

mation-- perhaps new information or perhaps life informa-

tion which co.ild provide further validation. Also. a study

designed to focus in-depth for a longer period of time could

possibly lead to more detailed interpretation.
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